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ABSTRACT

Context. Claims of an X-shaped Galactic bulge were based on the assumption of red clump stars as standard candles in some lines
of sight crossing the off-plane bulge. However, some doubts have been cast on whether the two peaks in star counts along the line of
sight really represent a double peak in the density distribution, or whether there is something wrong with the assumption of a unique
constant absolute magnitude for all of these stars.
Aims. With the advent of Gaia-DR2 parallaxes in combination with near-infrared VISTA-VVV data, we are able to check which of
the hypotheses is correct.
Methods. We calculated the median absolute magnitude MK corresponding to both peaks of putative red clumps in seven lines of
sight with the lowest extinction in the interesting coordinates’ range.
Results. The difference between the absolute magnitude of the bright and the faint peak is ∆MK ≈ 0.4. The selected stars in both
peaks cannot be represented by the same red clump giants with constant MK ≈ −1.6.
Conclusions. The hypothesis that the bulge contains an X-shape is based on the assumption that the faint and bright peaks of the
density distribution towards the bulge are dominated by standard red clump stars. However, we show that both the faint and bright
peaks cannot be dominated by standard red clump stars simultaneously.
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1. Introduction

Galactic bulge morphology has been debated over the last
decades. The first near-infrared surveys showed its axisymme-
try (e.g., Weiland et al. 1994; López-Corredoira et al. 1997), but
the shape has not been free from discussion. Its peanut shape in
the projected images was interpreted as some imprint of a boxy
bulge (e.g., Dwek et al. 1995; López-Corredoira et al. 2005),
as predicted by theories that consider stable orbits belonging to
several families of periodic orbits (e.g., Patsis et al. 2003). How-
ever, using similar images of the Milky Way in the infrared,
Ness & Lang (2016) have more recently claimed to see an
X-shaped bulge, trying to confirm more recent theories of bulge
formation (e.g., Li & Shen 2015). In spite of their claims, we
do not see a clear X-shape in the raw images, and we think
the processed images may also show elliptical or boxy bulges
depending on the subtraction of some particular disk model
(López-Corredoira 2017), or the subtraction of the bulge as an
ellipsoid instead of as a boxy bulge (Han & Lee 2018).

The structure along the line of sight has also been claimed
to show an X-shape using metal-rich red clump giants (RCGs)
as standard candles (Nataf et al. 2010, 2015; McWilliam &
Zoccali 2010; Saito et al. 2011; Wegg & Gerhard 2013;
Simion et al. 2017); the structure shows a double peak in the
star counts for lines of sight within the range of Galactic coor-
dinates of |ℓ|< 10◦, 4◦ < |b|< 10◦. However, some doubts have
been cast on whether the second peak along the line of sight is a
real density structure or an artifact in the luminosity function of

red clumps (Rattenbury et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2015, 2018; Lee &
Jang 2016; López-Corredoira 2016, 2017; Joo et al. 2017). There
are also signs of a non-X-shaped bulge in other populations:
very old and metal-poor stars like RR Lyrae (Pietrukowicz et al.
2015), young (.5 Gyr) populations like F0-F5V stars (López-
Corredoira 2016), Miras variable (López-Corredoira 2017) of
all ages (average age equal to 9 Gyr), and metal-poor RCGs
(Ness et al. 2012). Here, we want to use Gaia-Data Release 2
(DR2) parallaxes in combination with near-infrared Visible and
Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy (VISTA) variables in
the Vía Láctea (VISTA-VVV) data to check the use of RCGs as
standard candles, which is the only supporting evidence of an
X-shaped bulge.

2. Data

VISTA-VVV is an European Southern Observatory (ESO) pub-
lic survey with the 4.1 m VISTA telescope at Cerro Paranal
(Minniti et al. 2010; Saito et al. 2012) in Chile. This telescope
performs observations toward the Galactic bulge in latitudes
between −10◦ and +5◦ (therefore, we do not have access to the
X-shaped features in the positive b, and we will only explore the
negative ones) and part of the disk. We used the default aper-
ture corrected photometry in filters J and Ks. For our analysis,
we chose seven lines of sight within the region of interest, those
in López-Corredoira (2016), characterized for having the low-
est extinction in the areas with Galactic coordinates |ℓ| ≤ 2◦,
b = −6.5◦, −7.5◦, −8.5◦, −9.5◦, and 2◦ < |ℓ| ≤ 10◦, −7.5◦, −8.5◦,
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Table 1. Explored lines of sight of an area equal to one square degree.

Galactic long., lat. (J2000) 〈AK〉 N

−5.23◦, −7.50◦ 0.068 194 008
−5.54◦, −8.50◦ 0.047 155 424
−6.16◦, −9.50◦ 0.040 104 856

2.00◦, −6.50◦ 0.089 259 231
−1.24◦, −7.50◦ 0.078 205 920
−1.24◦, −8.50◦ 0.053 172 818
−1.28◦, −9.50◦ 0.045 108 266

Notes. Columns: (1) coordinates of the central point of the area;
(2) average extinction; (3) total number of sources for the color-
magnitude diagram of the cross-correlated survey VVV+Gaia.
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Fig. 1. Symmetrized density of the X-shaped model at |z| = 1012.5 pc
(equivalent to |b| = 7.3◦ at 8 kpc distance) from Wegg & Gerhard
(2013, Fig. 12), derived from red clumps, assuming a Galactocentric
distance of 8 kpc and a bar angle of 27◦. The dashed lines stand for
ℓ = +2.0◦,−1.2◦,−5.2◦,−6.2◦, which cover the range of our data (see
Table 1). We note how these lines cross two maxima.

−9.5◦, respectively, according to the cumulative extinction mea-
surements of Schlegel et al. (1998). We assume an extinction
ratio AK = 0.34 × E(B−V) (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011). Each
line of sight covers one square degree (cos δ∆α = 1◦, ∆δ = 1◦)
with its center in the direction indicated in Table 1; in all of the
cases, the extinction in K-band is very low, lower than 0.1 mag.
Models of the X-shape contain the seven lines of sight within the
region where the double peak produced by the X-shape should
be observed. A geometrical description for a particular model is
shown in Fig. 1. Selecting different areas with different values
of Galactic coordinates is interesting here in order to show that
our measurements are general for the bulge and not placed in a
particular line of sight.

The second Gaia data release (Gaia-DR2; Gaia
Collaboration 2018) consists of astrometry, photometry, par-
allaxes, proper motions, radial velocities, and information on
astrophysical parameters and variability in the full sky. Gaia-
DR2 contains celestial positions and the apparent brightness in G
magnitude for approximately 1.7 billion sources. For 1.3 billion
of those sources, parallaxes and proper motions are in addition
available. We selected the sources with magnitude G ≤ 19, with
completeness above 90% (Arenou et al. 2018): a total of 0.57
billion sources. We matched the Gaia-DR2 and the VISTA-VVV
survey in the selected lines of sight within a maximum separa-
tion of 0.20 arcseconds with the algorithm Sky/topcat: 94.7% of
the Gaia sources have a counterpart in the VISTA-VVV catalog.
The sources with mK < 14 are bright enough in VISTA-VVV to
have an accurate photometry.
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Fig. 2. Example of color-magnitude diagram for one line of sight at
ℓ = −1.2◦, b = −8.5◦. Between dashed blue lines, we plot the region
from which stars were selected. The solid line indicates the average
color of stars with (J − K) > 0.55.
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Fig. 3. Star counts of selected stars in different lines of sight. The peak
of bright RCGs is between the two red dashed vertical lines. The peak
of faint RCGs is between the two green dashed vertical lines.

3. Analysis and results

For each of the seven lines of sight, we derive a K versus J − Ks

color-magnitude diagram in near-infrared; an example is given
in Fig. 2. We select the RCGs in this color-magnitude diagrams
in the usual way: selecting the right stripe, separated from the
main sequence of dwarfs. In particular, we select the stars cen-
tered in the line 〈(J − K)〉(mK) for stars with (J − K) > 0.55
(similar to Saito et al. 2011; Fig. 2). From this line (solid blue
line in Fig. 2), we take a range of width ∆(J−Ks) = 0.1 to select
the RCGs (area between dashed blue lines in Fig. 2). The use
of near infrared is more appropriate than visible for this selec-
tion of RCGs, both because of the much lower extinction and
because the absolute magnitude of RCGs is almost independent
of the age and metallicites of the population beyond a few hun-
dreds of magnitude in K (Salaris & Girardi 2002), so no change
of several tenths in absolute magnitude can be attributed to gra-
dients, metallicity, or age within the bulge. In Fig. 3, we show
the star counts of these areas. The double peak is significantly
observed in most cases, although not in all of them. We neglect
the contamination of galaxies, whose density is much lower than
the density of stars within the present ranges of magnitudes and
coordinates.

For each sample of selected stars, we calculate the median
of the distance (inverse of the parallax given by Gaia-DR2)
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Fig. 4. Median distances of RCGs as a function of apparent magnitude.
Top panel: median of distances of the selected stars without zero-point
systematic correction of parallaxes. The error bars in that plot represent
the error of the average ( r.m.s.

N−1
). The peak of bright RCGs is between the

two red dashed vertical lines. The peak of faint RCGs is between the two
green dashed vertical lines. Bottom panel: same distance for one line of
sight with a zero-point systematic correction of parallax according to
Eq. (4) for ∆π(G = 15) = 0.015, 0.025 and 0.050 mas, respectively.

as a function of apparent magnitude in K-band (Fig. 4). The
calculation of distance as the inverse of the parallax is not
suitable in general for stars at large distances and a Bayesian
approach is recommended for it (Luri et al. 2018; Bailer-Jones
et al. 2018; López-Corredoira & Sylos Labini 2019). However,
apart from possible systematic zero-point errors that are treated
in Sect. 4, the median distance of a distribution with stars at
the same distance, even with large r.m.s. (but with a very large
number of sources), is correctly calculated as the inverse of the
median of the parallax with a very small error. Once we select
the stars, all assumed to be RCGs with the same parallax π0 for
a fixed apparent magnitude, the convolution of a Dirac’s delta
with a Gaussian in parallax gives an average or median of the
parallax equal to π0. Given a constant absolute magnitude and
extinction, the distance is fixed. The intrinsic dispersion of abso-
lute magnitudes in RCGs is equal to 0.17 ± 0.02 mag (Hawkins
et al. 2017), which is negligible. We use the median instead of the
average to characterize the population because it is less affected
by the few outliers of stars with big negative or positive paral-
laxes (Luri et al. 2018). All the stars are included for this calcu-
lation, even those with negative parallaxes; otherwise the result
would be biased. The median gives a good representation of the
dominant population in the selected sample; “averages” are a bit
lower than medians but show similar trends. The dispersion of

values of the parallaxes is big, with median around 0.04 mas for
mK = 12 and around 0.08 mas for mK = 14; however, since the
number of stars per bin is very high, the error in the determina-
tion of the average or the median is low.

Figure 4 shows some variation of distance with mK , ∆r
r∆mK

.

0.2, but this difference is much smaller than expected if we
were observing populations with constant absolute magnitude
for constant MK (as said, the intrinsic dispersion of absolute
magnitudes in RCGs is negligible) and AK ( ∆r

r∆mK
= 0.2 ln(10)).

The plot of the distance also indicates that the brightest stars
(12.2 < mK < 12.8) come from the closest part of the bulge at
distance 7–9 kpc, whereas fainter stars (mK > 12.8) come from
the back side of the bulge at distances 8–11 kpc. This is what is
expected for an ellipsoidal or boxy bulge with a total diameter
of 3–4 kpc in the line of sight, but not for an X-shaped bulge.
We will see it more clearly in the following paragraphs. We
also note that differences in the observed radial velocity distri-
bution (Vásquez et al. 2013) and Gaia proper motions (Sanders
et al. 2019) between the bright and faint RCGs are explained in a
composite bulge model (Lee et al. 2015; Joo et al. 2017), where
the pseudobulge in streaming motion is embedded in a classical
bulge, without the need of an X-shape. Figure 13 of Sanders et al.
(2019) shows some differences in Gaia proper motion in the
same fields in which the composite bulge model previously pre-
dicted those observed differences (Joo et al. 2017). It would be
interesting to repeat the analysis of radial velocities with Gaia,
but that must wait until the release of the Gaia DR3, as the DR2
database only contains velocities for stars up to G ≈ 13, which
is not enough to reach the Galactic bulge.

In Fig. 5, we show the absolute magnitude correspond-
ing to the median distance of Fig. 4; that is, MK = mK −

5 log10(rmedian) + 5 − AK . For the extinction, we adopt the total
cumulative extinction from Schlegel et al. (1998); we consider
negligible the amount of dust at distance >670 pc from the plane
(r > 6 kpc) in the bulge region. In any case, the calculated extinc-
tions are very low, <0.1 mag in K, so the result will not be sig-
nificantly affected by that calculation. Clearly, the assumption
of MK equal to −1.6 or −1.7 for all of these stars, which has
been adopted by all of the groups claiming the discovery of
an X-shape in the bulge with RCGs (Nataf et al. 2010, 2015;
McWilliam & Zoccali 2010; Saito et al. 2011; Wegg & Gerhard
2013; Simion et al. 2017), is not correct. Rather, we must speak
of a mixture of populations with different absolute magnitudes.

The faint peak in the counts at Fig. 3 has a maximum at
mK ≈ 13.4, and for this magnitude MK ≈ −1.63 ± 0.04 (aver-
age of all data of mK between 13.05 and 13.75), so the popu-
lation of this peak may mostly be composed of normal RCGs
because they have precisely this absolute magnitude (Salaris &
Girardi 2002; Hawkins et al. 2017). However, the brighter peak
of the counts with maximum at mK ≈ 12.7 has an associated
MK ≈ −2.02±0.03 (average of all data of mK between 12.35 and
13.05), which certainly cannot correspond to standard RCGs.
Also, for mK > 13.75 we have important contamination from
other sources different from RCGs, given that the associated MK

is larger than −1.4, but this contamination is well known: it is
due to higher ratios of local disk dwarf stars or red giant branch
stars with the same colors as the RCGs (López-Corredoira et al.
2002; Lee et al. 2018).

This result of a population in the brighter RCGs that is intrin-
sically 0.39 ± 0.05 mag brighter than the normal RCGs corrobo-
rates the analysis of helium-enhanced RCGs (Lee et al. 2015).
The difference of 0.7 apparent magnitudes between the two
peaks does not represent the same population of stars that are
separated by &3 kpc, but different populations that at most are
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Fig. 5. Absolute magnitude corresponding to the median distance of
the previous plot. Top panel: absolute magnitude of the selected stars
without zero-point systematic correction of parallaxes. Extinction (from
Schlegel et al. 1998) was taken into account, although it is very low
(<0.1 mag in K), so the result will not be affected by the extinction
calculation. The peak of bright RCGs is between the two red dashed
vertical lines. The peak of faint RCGs is between the two green dashed
vertical lines. Bottom panel: same absolute magnitude calculation for
one line of sight with a zero-point systematic correction of parallax
according to Eq. (4) for ∆π(G = 15) = 0.015, 0.025 and 0.050 mas,
respectively.

separated by ∼1.5 kpc. The construction of the X-shaped bulge
density hypothesis cannot be maintained, whereas the hypothesis
of the brightest peak composed of He-enhanced RCGs (Girardi
1999; Lee et al. 2015, 2018; Lee & Jang 2016; Joo et al. 2017)
and red giant branch stars (Lee et al. 2018) agrees excellently
with our data.

4. Systematic errors of parallaxes in Gaia-DR2

Up to now, we have not considered any possible zero-point bias in
the parallaxes of Gaia-DR2. However, some measurements indi-
cate that there is a systematic bias (Lindegren 2018; Arenou et al.
2018; Stassun & Torres 2018; Zinn et al. 2018; Leung & Bovy
2019; Schönrich et al. 2019; Hall et al. 2019) and we should eval-
uate its effect on our results.

Let us take for instance the line of sight ℓ = −1.24◦, b =
−8.50◦: the median color of the population in the brightest peak
at mK = 12.7 is (G − K) = 2.6 and the median color of the
population at mK = 13.4 is (G−K) = 2.5. Therefore, the apparent
magnitude in Gaia-DR2 G filters is mG = 15.3 for the brightest
peak and mG = 15.9 for the faintest peak. That is, ∆mG = 0.6
between the two peaks. This difference may change slightly with

the line of sight given that it slightly depends on the latitude
and the extinction, but they are small changes in small extinction
regions within our area, so ∆mG is between 0.5 and 0.8 at most
and an apparent magnitude of the brightest peak is at mG between
15 and 15.5.

A systematic error (∆π)syst in parallax π leads to a systematic
error in the absolute magnitude equal to

∆Msyst =
5

ln 10

(∆π)syst

π
, (1)

and the dependence with the magnitude G will be

d∆Msyst(G)

dG
=

5

ln 10

π(G)
[

d(∆π)syst(G)

dG

]

− (∆π)syst(G)
[

dπ(G)

dG

]

π2(G)
· (2)

We have between the first and second peak of RCGs
[

dπ(G)

dG

]

≈

−0.03 mas mag−1 and π ≈ 0.118 mas in the first peak (measured
from Fig. 4). Hence,

d∆Msyst(G)

dG
≈ 4.7 (∆π)syst(G)(mas)+ 17.9

[

d(∆π)syst(G)(mas)

dG

]

·

(3)

The first term gives the systematic variation due to a global
systematic zero-point bias in the whole data, and the second
term takes into account the variation with the magnitude. In
the literature, for G ≈ 15, we find values (Lindegren 2018)

of (∆π)syst(G = 15) ≈ −0.05 mas and
[

d(∆π)syst(G=15)(mas)

dG

]

≈

+0.0067 mas mag−1 (we calculate this amount as the average
derivative between (∆π)syst(G = 15) ≈ −0.05 and (∆π)syst(G =
18) ≈ −0.03), according to Fig. 7, left panel of Lindegren (2018).

With these values, we get
d∆Msyst(G)

dG
≈ −0.11. Therefore, the

effect of systematic variation of parallaxes for a difference of
∆G = 0.6 would be −0.07 mag, which is much lower than the
∆MK ≈ 0.4 that we have found between the two red clump
peaks. Color dependence can even reduce |(∆π)syst(G = 15)|,
since the reddest stars have a lower value of zero-point sys-
tematics Lindegren (2018, Fig. 7, middle panel). Hall et al.
(2019) present a specific analysis for RCGs, but with much
lower apparent magnitude on average and for many regions in
the sky, so their results cannot be directly applicable for our
corrections calculation. Our variation of absolute magnitude in
Fig. 5 is observed to be similar in the seven lines of sight
with separations up to approximately ten degrees, and the spa-
tial variation (rms) at scales of ten degrees is merely ∼0.01 mas
Lindegren (2018, Fig. 14, top panel), so the spatial fluctuation
of the zero point cannot be the explanation either. Unless much
higher values of the systematic errors in parallax and its depen-
dence with the magnitude arise, we do not think that the full
difference of 0.4 mag in absolute magnitude can be explained by
systematics.

The above considerations can be summarized into a system-
atic correction of the zero point:

π = πGaia − [∆π(G = 15) + 0.0057(K − 12.44) mas], (4)

with ∆π(G = 15) = −0.050 mas in the worst of the cases, and
around −0.025 mas for red stars like our RCGs and possible
space fluctuations up to −0.015 mas. In Figs. 4 (bottom panel)
and 5 (bottom panel), we illustrate the effect of these correc-
tions in one line of sight for the distance and absolute magnitude,
respectively; for other areas, it would be very similar. As can be
observed, the gradient of absolute magnitudes is not removed by
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these systematic error corrections, although the calibration of the
absolute magnitude and distance would be changed to fainter or
closer stars. It is of some note that the most reasonable results of
the calibration of distance and absolute magnitudes (assuming a
median distance around 8 kpc for the bulge and absolute mag-
nitude −1.6 for the faintest peak of RCGs) are for absence or
the smallest zero-point corrections. However, if we assume that
the brightest peak of RCGs is the one dominated by the pres-
ence of standard RCGs with MK = −1.6, and the faintest peak is
dominated by fainter sources, our data would be compatible with
∆π(G = 15) ∼ −0.03 mas. In any case, as has been stated, our
problem of relative difference between the two peaks is almost
unaffected. The calculation of the zero point for the particular
case of red clumps in the bulge is not our goal here, it is just a
by-product of our analysis, which may require further analyses
in other future works.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Therefore, the conclusion is that an X-shaped bulge hypothe-
sis supported by the RCGs surveys is not valid, and it is pos-
sible that the structure known as the X-shaped bulge does not
exist at all. There are also signs of a non-X-shaped bulge in
other populations (see Sect. 1). Using images of the Milky Way
in the infrared, Ness & Lang (2016) see an X-shaped bulge in
the direction perpendicular to the line of sight. However, as said
in the Introduction, this is possibly an artifact of subtraction of
some particular disk model or the bulge as an ellipsoid instead
of as a boxy bulge. All this evidence together and the lack of
trustworthy indicators of an X-shape indicate that most likely a
boxy- or peanut-shaped morphology is a better representation of
the bulge. Nonetheless, the X-shape is not excluded: simply, we
have not observed it yet and, if it exists, it remains to be dis-
covered. Possibly, some similar analyses can be applied to other
in-plane bulge areas where double peaks of RCGs have also been
observed (Nogueras-Lara et al. 2018; González et al. 2018) and
interpreted in some cases in terms of new morphological struc-
tures (nothing to do with the X-shape this time), again under the
erroneous assumption of RCGs in the bulge being a perfect stan-
dard candle.
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